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Instagram, we heart it, tumblr, snapchat 
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ParentKit is a breakthrough monitoring app for parents. Using this app gives parents 
the option to set up a schedule and parental control for their child's device. The best 
part is that you do it from your own device, which acts as a remote. You can now 
schedule your child's usage on safari, purchased apps and shows, all from your own 
device. For Ipad, Ipod, Iphone 
Force shut down- applications which shut the technology down after a period of 
time, etc. Kids are savy 
Loggin to your Youtube account at the bottom of the page there is a selection for 
Safety, click “On” then logout. Next time that Youtube is accessed from this computer 
the safety will be on and it will require you the user to unlock it.  However they may 
have a different Youtube access associated with a different email.  
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http://www.tomsguide.com/us/pictures-story/596-2-best-parental-control-apps.html  
December 2014 
Mobile Guardian (Android, iOS) provides a powerful Web dashboard with a whole 
suite of parental monitoring tools for tracking your child's smartphone activity. 
Mobile Guardian offers a Web content filtering system, application blocking, a 
schedule and timetable system, contacts management and contacts blocking, as well 
as a GPS tracking and geofencing system so you always know where your child is. The 
premium service starts at about $4 a month, and features a 7-day free trial for test 
runs. 
Qustodio (PC, Android, iOS) is another full featured desktop and mobile monitoring 
service that parents can use to monitor their children's device use and online activity, 
with further tools unlocked with a premium subscription. Qustodio's free tier allows 
users to track web activity and block inappropriate content, as well as set rules for 
device use and access. Premium subscriptions, starting at $44.95 per year, unlock a 
more robust toolset, with location tracking, application controls, as well as call 
monitoring. 
Net Nanny (Android, iOS) provides an Android and iOS browser and parental control 
system that can be used to restrict access to adult material. The Android version also 
comes with an app manager. On Android, Net Nanny browser features 18 filtering 
categories and can be set to Block, Warn or Allow access based on category, while the 
iOS version comes with a simpler three-tier system of content filtering. 
My Mobile Watchdog (Android, iOS) offers users with a series of powerful parental  
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controls that allow mom and dad to see phone call logs, read text messages on their 
childrens' phones, set Web blocking and time blocking, remotely block and grant 
access to apps, as well as find out where your child is through GPS. My Mobile 
Watchdog takes pains to indicate that they aren't 'spyware', with the app having no 
stealth mode, so your kid is also aware that they're being watched. The suite of 
controls is pretty impressive, and comes with a $4.95 per month 
MamaBear (Android, iOS) is an all-in-one mobile parental control app that allows you 
to locate a child through a smartphone, keep tabs on social media activity, and find 
out when your kid has been driving over the speed limit. MamaBear's location 
tracking can tell you where your child is, as well as provide arrival and departure 
alerts from locations such as school or home. 
MMGuardian is a parental control app that can locate a kid's phone, monitor text 
activity and set various use restrictions. The free level allows parents to send an SMS 
to locate or lock their child's phone, or have it emit a siren alarm. Enhanced features 
for subscribers allow for time limits (such as locking during school time), call blocking, 
text monitoring, safe driving controls that prevent texting and calling when on the 
road, as well as app controls. Notably absent are any internet filters. $3.99 
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The better the reward connection with the nucleus accumbens, amygdala, and 
orbitofrontal cortex the better males performed during game play. 
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